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Abstract

Users have a wealth of available security advice — far too
much, according to prior work. Experts and users alike strug-
gle to prioritize and practice advised behaviours, negating
both the advice’s purpose and potentially their security. While
the problem is clear, no rigorous studies have established the
root causes of overproduction, lack of prioritization, or other
problems with security advice. Without understanding the
causes, we cannot hope to remedy their effects.

In this paper, we investigate the processes that authors fol-
low to develop published security advice. In a semi-structured
interview study with 21 advice writers, we asked about the
authors’ backgrounds, advice creation processes in their orga-
nizations, the parties involved, and how they decide to review,
update, or publish new content. Among the 17 themes we
identified from our interviews, we learned that authors seek to
cover as much content as possible, leverage multiple diverse
external sources for content, typically only review or update
content after major security events, and make few if any con-
scious attempts to deprioritize or curate less essential content.
We recommend that researchers develop methods for curating
security advice and guidance on messaging for technically
diverse user bases and that authors then judiciously identify
key messaging ideas and schedule periodic proactive content
reviews. If implemented, these actionable recommendations
would help authors and users both reduce the burden of ad-
vice overproduction while improving compliance with secure
computing practices.

Copyright is held by the author/owner. Permission to make digital or hard
copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted
without fee.
USENIX Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security (SOUPS) 2023.
August 6–8, 2023, Anaheim, CA, USA

1 Introduction

Most users of technology receive advice from experts to keep
themselves and their devices safe. The overarching goal of
security advice is to provide reliable and up-to-date security
awareness and recommendations to end users so that they
can practice secure behaviors. Employees of organizations
may receive regular security advice and training from their
employers, students may receive security advice from their
schools and/or universities, and multiple government organi-
zations including the US Department of State offer security
advice to the general public [35]. “Second-hand” security
advice abounds, proliferated by media outlets [17, 33], web-
sites [22, 40, 44, 48], and peer users [36, 39].

End users are thus exposed to a sea of security advice and
are unsure which advice is best suitable for them [38, 41, 44].
Experts also struggle to agree on which security advice should
be prioritized. Previous related work demonstrated that ex-
perts list a total of 118 studied security behaviors as being
the “Top 5” things users should do to protect themselves on-
line [44]. A lack of consensus on the most important security
imperatives leaves end users to themselves to prioritize and
implement security advice. Authors who write security advice
thus have to decide which advice is most important for their
target audience, who already struggle to prioritize security
advice.

In this paper, we seek to identify ground truth and root
causes for why security advice varies in quality and prioriti-
zation by going to the source: authors themselves. We report
findings from a semi-structured interview study with 21 au-
thors of general security advice where we discussed the full
process of advice creation from beginning to end. By “gen-
eral security advice“, we mean security advice just for the
general public, or end users with a “general public level knowl-
edge” of security. We investigated authors’ backgrounds and
motivations, asked about individual and organizational pro-
cesses surrounding advice, and asked what they felt were the
most challenging aspects of advice creation. In reporting the
outcomes of these interviews, we present the following key
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findings:

Content Creation Authors overwhelmingly perceive set-
ting advice scope and technical level as a central challenge.
Decisions about scope have major consequences on every
other aspect of advice creation. Advice writers also report
revising content when novel security threats or events prompt
ad hoc additions. These challenges partially explain the over-
production and undercuration of security advice [44].

Internal and External Influences Authors reported input
or oversight from a wide variety of stakeholders in their or-
ganizations, including technical and operational staff, legal
departments, and even C-level executives. Legal regulations
and technical standards also heavily influence advice content,
with some organizations seeking comprehensive compliance
or congruence with multiple sources. Authors consult a wide
array of authoritative sources, with little consistency from
author to author.

Recommendations Section 5.1 discusses implications of
our findings and provides future recommendations. These rec-
ommendations include research on sound methodologies for
curating and prioritizing advice, research establishing guid-
ance on advice communication for users with varying levels of
technical expertise, and for authors to proactively plan advice
reviews to improve focus and not just augment advice.

2 Related Work

Security communications towards non-expert computer users
comprise of more than just advice style communications.
Informal sources of such communications consist of media
[17, 26, 33], stories from peers [39, 50], and web pages con-
taining computer security advice [22,40,48]. Formal sources
of information that provide general security advice consist
of security games [13, 47], nudges [4], training programs
[24, 25, 25, 47, 51], and literature [29, 53]. The sources from
which users retrieve general security advice impact their secu-
rity mental models and then ultimately their decision making
[7, 8, 33, 38, 41, 42]. Redmiles et al. suggest that user security
decisions can be modeled as a function of past behavior and
knowledge of costs, risks, and context of potential security
decisions [43]. Understanding the prior work on how security
knowledge is communicated to users, we look to investigate
a specific but popular medium for end user security commu-
nications in security advice.

Since formal security guidance is not as widespread, online
general security advice has been crafted to help users practice
secure online habits. However, the general public is supplied
with an overabundance of security advice and therefore has
to prioritize which advice they will follow [21, 22, 33, 40, 42].
Prior work has suggested that users typically perform a cost-
benefit analysis to determine if the benefits of the advice
found are worth the cost of implementing the advice [6,9,10,
12, 15, 20, 21, 44, 45]. Herley et al. analyzed the cost-benefit

tradeoff through various forms of security advice to determine
much of the available security advice offers a poor cost-benefit
tradeoff, therefore prompting users to reject advice [21].

The general public and technical experts have conflicting
perceived responsibilities as to who is responsible for security
advice implementations [19, 23, 52]. For example, Haney et
al. found that smart home device users have perceived break-
downs in the relationship among who is responsible for the
security of their devices between consumers, manufacturers,
and relevant third parties such as the government [19]. We
build from this prior work to investigate how advice writers
determine their perceived set of responsibilities in writing
security advice to their intended audience.

In recent years, many researchers have analyzed the quality
of security advice for expert [2, 3, 18] and non-expert [5, 30,
31, 44] computer users. Prior work from Acar et al. evaluated
the state of security practices from popular web resources
that developers use for programming [2, 3]. They found a
prevalence of security bugs within current guidance systems,
therefore identifying insecure programming practices being
advised to developers who seek these web resources [2, 3].

The work closest to ours is by Redmiles et al. [44], in which
they investigate the quality of security and privacy advice on
the web. Their work breaks down the quality evaluation by
examining if security advice on the web is comprehensible, ac-
tionable, and effective. Their work concludes that the majority
of the advice they investigated is perceived as actionable and
comprehensible by both users and experts. However, users
and experts both failed to come to a consensus as to what
specific advice should be prioritized [44]. Not only did ex-
perts consider 89% of the 374 identified pieces of advice to
be useful, they also struggled with internal consistency and
alignment with the latest security guidelines.

The key challenges in addressing the volume and prioritiza-
tion of security advice, as identified by Redmiles et al. [44],
serve as motivations for our work. In this paper, we seek to
understand what processes are implemented to write general
security advice, as well as what decisions are considered when
constructing the advice. We also seek to learn the challenges
faced during the advice writing process that impacts the ad-
vice content. In doing so, we discover how advice writers
gather information to draft advice content, how advice con-
tent is prioritized by the writers, and how procedural decision
making and responsibilities are perceived by the writers.

3 Methods

We conducted 21 semi-structured interviews with authors of
online security advice between September 2021 and March
2022 to understand the processes and decision-making that
go into writing general security advice. We obtained written
transcripts of audio interview recordings and analyzed the
transcripts through deductive and inductive coding. Written
transcripts were de-identified by replacing personally identifi-
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able information (participant names, organizational names)
with pseudonyms such as F001 for freelance workers, I002
for industry workers, and U007 for university IT and security
workers. Participants were informed of the research goals and
how their information would be protected in our screening
survey consent forms. Our study protocol was approved by
our University’s Institutional Review Board (IRB).

3.1 Participant Recruitment

This project focuses on a specific expert population: authors
of general security advice. We define such authors as those
with professional experience in drafting content for general
security advice. We recruit participants through purposive
sampling of those who qualify through various recruitment
channels, namely personal and professional contacts, social
media advertising, recruitment on the freelancer platform Up-
work, and directly emailing those who manage university se-
curity advice websites. We first directly recruited qualifying
personal and professional contacts, then we posted messages
on professional social media (Twitter, LinkedIn, and industry
mailing lists) to solicit potential participants. We also adver-
tised our study on the popular freelancer website Upwork [49]
to recruit freelancers with professional experience in writing
general security advice. After every interview, we asked par-
ticipants if they knew other individuals that might qualify for
our interview study. Finally, we reached out to IT help desks
and information security or technology departments from U.S.
universities found through a top national universities rank-
ings website [32]. Here, we contacted 109 universities that
provided both general security advice on their website and an
email contact to either their IT help desk, information tech-
nology department, or security department. We contacted all
potential participants with a recruitment email, linking to our
public website which presented a study overview, supplemen-
tary information, and a link to the screening survey consent
form.

Once we identified a potential participant and they replied
with interest, we sent them a screening survey and informed
consent form through Qualtrics [37]. The screening survey
described our research goals at a high level, asked for consent
to be video and/or audio recorded for the interview, and re-
quested basic demographic information from the participant
[37]. The survey also acted as a qualifier to ensure that the par-
ticipant had prior professional experience with writing general
security advice. Our screening survey asked participants to
report on their security experience, such as how long they had
been writing security advice, for what companies, and how
they learned to write advice. Once eligible participants filled
out the screening survey, we scheduled a one-hour interview
with them. Participants were compensated with $30 per half
hour for their participation in the interviews.

We concluded recruitment when we reached theoretical
saturation; i.e., we discovered that participant responses were

Table 1: Participant Demographics.

not presenting new information beyond data we had already
collected [46]. Of the 21 participants, 12 were freelance work-
ers, 6 were university security department staff, and 3 were
industry workers. 9 of the freelancer workers wrote general
security advice for external organizations, similar to a con-
sulting role. 3 of the freelancer workers and 1 of the industry
workers wrote general security advice for entities within their
own organization or subsidiary organizations. The remaining
2 industry workers and 6 university employees wrote general
security advice for the public consumer associated with their
networks. Participants of different roles held different levels
of involvement for specifically prioritizing the advice con-
tent. Awareness experts are communication specialists who
reported “translating” advice from security employees to the
general public, where security experts, technical experts, and
analysts reported researching, brainstorming, or reviewing
the audience’s environment to formulate ideas for content.
Demographic information on gender, advice generation role,
and the organization type is presented in Table 1.

3.2 Instrument Creation

Our goal in this study was to investigate the processes,
decision-making, and challenges that play a role in the cre-
ation of general security advice. Based on our research ques-
tions, we drafted an initial set of high level questions. Using
this draft, we then conducted two practice interviews and one
pilot interview; our pilot was with a researcher who has expe-
rience writing general security advice. Based on these inter-
views, we revised our interview guide into three background
questions and nine high level questions corresponding to our
research questions, each with sub-question-level prompts.

Our interview guide contains questions about processes,
decision-making, and challenges, such as "Can you tell me
about how security advice gets made and distributed at your
organization?", "Are there particular areas that are priori-
tized or discussed more in depth within the general security
advice?", and "Are there any tasks completed during general
security advice creation/revisions that are challenging or time
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consuming?" The high-level version of our interview guide
can be found in Appendix 7; we provide the full version with
prompts in our replication package [1].

3.3 Interview Process
Choosing semi-structured qualitative interviews as our re-
search method allowed us to ask broad questions about advice
writing and then follow up with more specific questions where
appropriate. Once we met participants virtually to be inter-
viewed, we confirmed that they had read and understood the
consent form and began recording. We reminded participants
of the options to skip questions or terminate the interview,
and we gave them a choice of audio or video recording. All
interviews were conducted and recorded remotely via Zoom.
Recordings were backed up with Open Broadcaster Software
(OBS) [34]. All interviews were conducted in English and
lasted between 30 minutes to an hour.

3.4 Data Protection
We took multiple steps to protect participants’ privacy and
data security. First, all participants were pseudonymized.
Once interviews were completed, we saved audio record-
ings of the interviews and had them transcribed by a GDPR-
compliant transcription service. Within each transcript, we
thoroughly removed all personally identifiable participant data
such as names, organizations, and demographic information.
We also did not request identifying, confidential, or private
information about our participants or their employers in our
interviews. We used end-to-end encrypted tools in all of our
study communications and data storage components.

3.5 Data Analysis
Data analysis was performed through inductive and deductive
qualitative coding. We use coding not as a means to an end,
but as a strategy to make sense of our data [14]. Codebook cre-
ation, coding, and discussion of disagreements helped us un-
derstand the data, formulate the themes that we describe in our
results, and describe advice creation. We created our qualita-
tive codebook based on our research questions, then expanded
it with additional codes that emerged through open-coding the
transcripts. The codebook was iterated over through weekly
discussions with the team and through discussing and resolv-
ing disagreements between the first and second coder. The
high-level version of our codebook can be found in the Ap-
pendix 8. The detailed operationalized codebook is included
in our replication package. During the codebook development
process, the coders independently double-coded 5 transcripts,
with good inter-rater reliability at Krippendorff’s alpha >
0.75, and resolved all conflicts through discussion [16], af-
ter which the primary coder coded the remaining transcripts.
With Krippendorff’s alpha > 0.75 for all transcripts, we are

confident that our codebook is stable, represents our data well,
and that our coding strategy was sound [28]. Altogether, the
coders coded 21 and 5 transcripts, respectively.

3.6 Limitations

As with any interview study or self-reporting study, partici-
pant responses may be biased (e.g., self-reporting bias, social-
desirability bias) or incomplete [27]. Specifically, some par-
ticipants were not able to answer all questions we asked due
to either a lack of access to that knowledge or a lack of expe-
rience.

Over half of our participants were freelancers (57.1%) who
all reported writing advice for company employees in some
consultation role. We also do not have detailed data on the
audiences beyond what authors reported, though we feel it
reasonable to assume only relatively large organizations have
employees dedicated to this task. Some freelancers specialize
in security advice, while others work on technical writing
more broadly. Authors wrote for employees, university stu-
dents, customers, or users, but in all cases, the authors assumed
readers have a “general public level knowledge.”

In theory, it is possible that paid participants would fraud-
ulently participate in interviews. However, for participants
recruited from advice websites, we are reasonably certain
that they were genuine. For UpWork recruits, we specifically
reached out to those who listed relevant expertise on their
resumes; since writing is not UpWork’s main focus, there is
little incentive to fraudulently report this expertise. Partici-
pant pre-survey data and interview behavior also matched up.
We are therefore reasonably sure that our participants were
genuine.

Lastly, any study involving qualitative coding is subject to
author biases and different coding strategies among coders.
We address these biases in our investigation by first estab-
lishing a list of high level coding categories a priori that
represented the high level questions that we developed in
the creation of the interview, as mentioned in Section 3.2. A
second research team member double coded five of the tran-
scripts to ensure that the codebook was able to capture data
that reflected our research questions, regardless of the coder.

4 Results

In this section, we present our qualitative findings from an-
alyzing the in-depth perspectives of advice writers during
general security advice creation. We use participant quotes
to represent in their own words how participants answer our
interview questions, and ultimately our research questions.
We present exploratory findings for understanding the pro-
cesses, decision making, and challenges encountered by the
authors who write general security advice. Such volunteered
information includes the company, target audience, and advice
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Step 1:
Information Gathering

Step 2a:
Draft Advice

Step 3:
Senior Review

Step 4:
Publish Advice

Step 2b: Internal Company
Collaboration

If Update Needed,
Go to Step 1

Figure 1: How experts write general security advice.

generation role they assumed while writing general security
advice.

We find that participants followed a common advice cre-
ation for advice writing, found in Figure 1. This four-step
process reflects advice-writers gathering information, draft-
ing advice, sending the advice for review, and then publishing
the advice, with options for iteration and further information
gathering and collaboration in each stage. We also find that
authors primarily prioritize and revise their advice content
based either on current security trends or in response to se-
curity incidents. We organize the remainder of our results
around this process. In Section 4.1, we describe how par-
ticipants gather information for their advice content. Next
is Section 4.2, where we explain the decision making that
advice authors make when drafting and revising the advice.
Section 4.3 details how advice authors collaborate with dif-
ferent internal company departments on the drafted advice
before it is reviewed by senior-level employees and the com-
pany’s legal department, in the case the legal department was
involved. Lastly, Section 4.4 reports challenges participants
mentioned for writing general security advice and also what
improvements they stated could help general security advice
writing.

4.1 Information Gathering
Here we explore findings from the first phase of advice writ-
ing, and information gathering. In this phase, authors are
simultaneously gathering specific pieces of information (e.g.,
“prefer long passphrases”) and establishing the scope of the
advice more generally (e.g., “we should discuss password
strength”).

Theme 1: Advice writers research their environment to
scope their advice. Some participants indicated that clients
or stakeholders had already defined the scope of their advice
documents. In the majority of cases, though, participants were
left to figure out what advice was needed based on their own
research of the client environment or what would be compli-
ant with the organization. In these situations, authors develop
a conceptual model that identifies what issues need to be
addressed within the advice. This model is based on the orga-
nization, technology, and problems an organization currently

faces (e.g. what areas where they are weak in security).Two
broad approaches emerged from the interviews: holistic re-
view and gap analysis. The primary difference between them
is whether the advice is being written “from scratch” or to
supplement existing advice.

As an example of holistic review, F020 explained they be-
gin by determining “what are the devices, connected devices,
the architecture and design of the network as well. How the
company or how the devices are connected to each other and
how the information is being transferred and sent between
all the devices.” From there, security advice is drafted for the
elements of the system. In a gap analysis process, authors
compare their architecture and operational environment to the
advice available, and where advice is not present for an area
that motivates additional material:

“Honestly, I report directly to the CISO. We meet
every week for an hour at least, and we try to stay
in lockstep about where the gaps are with what
our incident response and governance compliance,
and all those other teams are doing that can be
addressed through getting educational materials
out there in front of people.” — U019

Theme 2: Advice writers base their own writing on mul-
tiple distinct external sources. 20 out of 21 participants
stated they refer to an external source for sample information
to include in their advice. These external sources may be regu-
lations, technical standards, or industry or government agency
documentation. Participants reported using multiple types
of source for their content. 12/21 participants refer to legal
regulations, specifically privacy regulations like GDPR(7/21
participants) and HIPAA(4/21 participants). One participant
said about regulations they refer to:

“I would even say GDPR, where it clearly mentioned
‘portal’, ‘what is personal data’, ‘what kind of con-
trols’, ‘how consent should look.’ Because, so eas-
ily, every company after the Internet boom — every
website — was collecting data randomly from users
without their consent.” — F008

Participants specifically mentioned reviewing ISO standards
(10/21), NIST publications (9/21), and PCI-DSS (8/21). In
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some cases, participants’ employers may suggest that the ad-
vice they publish should comply with regulations or standards
the company adheres to. In others, the participants rely on
these documents primarily to influence content:

“Normally, most of the companies we experienced
are starting, and for certain companies, we nor-
mally recommend starting with NIST and ISO; they
are well known, and their resources are well known,
and they are well used.” — F006

Authors also seek out external sources because the target
audience may need to understand how to use specific software
or how to mitigate a specific security issue. Sample advice in
online web postings from government agencies was also ref-
erenced by participants as additional guidance for the advice
they write, as one participant states:

“I use also some additional resources, such as
NCES.ED.gov. This is the link that I also found on
some extra information about security agreements,
about some templates, for example.” — F020

In aggregate, our participants cited a total of 20 distinct
external sources for their own work. Overall, these sources
tended to be authoritative, so the content is likely correct.
However, if these “upstream” standards documents were not
properly scoped or written solely for technical experts, those
issues may propagate “downstream” to general advice.

Some sources (e.g., GDPR, NIST publications) saw wide
usage by a plurality of participants. However, of the total
20 cited external sources, only 5 were cited by 6 or more of
participants.

4.2 Advice Drafting and Decision-Making
In the second step, advice writers draft advice based on gath-
ered information and specific decision-making. Decision-
making that impacts the advice content includes considering
what areas of advice to prioritize, perceived responsibility
authors held in advice writing, and addressing the usability
of the advice.

Theme 3: Advice writers prioritize content in response
to specific incidents or current trends. 13 participants
indicated that specific security incidents or current industry
trends were key prioritization factors. These participants form
half of the participants in each of our four advice generation
roles and form the majority of participants in each of the
six organization groups. F006 describes how remote access
became important during the COVID-19 pandemic:

“From my experience, most of the companies right
now have employed remote work for their employ-
ees. . . They have a higher risk of having their data

breached or compromised. So for me, what I would
say, the remote access policy is the most important
in this area, and we have to look into that because
it’s easy to compromise and very hard to detect
what has happened.” — F006

One participant described how incidents at other organizations
led to advice creation:

“Sometimes if they give advice, it’s based on some-
thing that’s going on. For example, in a ran-
somware attack, they say, “Okay, universities are
confronted with this type of attack, we should be
careful with this.”” — I002

Advice creation may also correspond to events within the
organization.

“I would say anything time critical is going to be pri-
oritized, so if a change is happening and there’s a
deadline by which a user is going to need to make a
change in accordance with whatever it is that’s oc-
curring, or people need to know about this change
before it occurs, something like that is certainly
going to be a priority.” — U007

Theme 4: Advice writers most commonly cover online
fraud and password security. While prioritizing advice on
current trends or incidents was common, several specific areas
were highlighted by participants. 10 participants indicated a
priority on online fraud (e.g., phishing, social engineering,
identity theft, email scams). On online fraud, U018 said:

“I’ve seen a lot of advice that we’ve been putting out
regarding job scams or email scams. Phishing is a
big one that we’ve put out a lot of general guidance
on. Those are the only big ones that really come to
mind is the job scams and the phishing.” — U018

Five participants mentioned password security and authenti-
cation. On authentication, I002 said:

“And then, of course, password security is also a very
important topic on everything that has to do with
password security, like use of password managers,
multi-factor authentication.” — I002

Theme 5: Advice updates are reactive. 16 participants re-
ported updating advice after new security trends or incidents
become prominent. This theme of revising advice to reflect
current trends or security incidents was also mentioned by at
least half of participants within all six organization groups.
A theme that indicates prioritizing content over novel or re-
curring advice topics. A majority of participants within the
analyst, awareness expert, and security expert advice genera-
tion roles responded similarly. On reacting to new security
incidents, U018 said:
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“Any new information that we find we like to provide
to the community so that they’re aware of the new
ways that these scammers or the phishers or the
bad actors are trying to get to them.” — U018

Theme 6: Advice writers cover a wide variety of less-
common topics. Outside of online fraud and password se-
curity, participants mentioned prioritizing 12 other areas of
advice, but no more than 4 participants mentioned any par-
ticular topic. Participants mentioned areas like remote access
policy management, frameworks, organizational policies, in-
cident response, and risk assessment. These trends concur
with prior work that indicated a lack of consensus on advice
prioritization [44].

A potential explanation may be that organizations have
different advice needs, and our interviews support that in-
terpretation. While fraud advice was the highest mentioned
prioritized advice, it was only mentioned by half of the partic-
ipants within only three different company types, respectively.
Every participant representing either a defense company or
internet provider mentioned prioritizing fraud advice, and five
out of six total university workers mentioned prioritizing fraud
advice. The rest of the advice areas are sparsely mentioned
among the different participant sub-groups. This finding may
also be caused by our Theme 5 findings in that new advice
topics are constantly being addressed, given whatever security
incident or trend is current.

Theme 7: Advice writers rarely curate advice by inten-
tionally deprioritizing topics. Most participants did not
provide significant responses when asked what areas of se-
curity advice were not prioritized or why. Four participants
said advice for obsolete or deprecated technology would be
removed or deprioritized. When asked, F016 replied: “There’s
a lot of old depreciated functionality in Microsoft Windows.”
(F016). Others mentioned deprioritizing impractical or overly
technical advice, though in at least one case this deprioritiza-
tion was reluctant. For example, I003 mentioned encryption
advice as a topic to deprioritize given being “too technical”
for general security advice.

.

Theme 8: Advice writers consider usability, but without a
consistent or systematic methodology. 20/21 participants
mentioned an attempt to make their general security advice
usable. However, participants mentioned 9 different methods
to address usability, none of which were mentioned by more
than 8 participants. 8 participants stated they simplify the
technical language of the advice so that the general public
can understand the advice. Participants also mentioned using
visualizations and graphics to enhance usability:

“Our job is to translate this to something less techni-
cal and comprehensible for a broad public. Make it
sometimes also a bit more visual — more attractive
for users.” — I002

Six participants determined if advice was usable by consider-
ing how they themselves would follow the advice.

“One of the things that we look at as we’re writing
the advice, how would we implement it? If we can’t
figure out how to implement our own recommenda-
tions within our own teams. . . how could we possi-
bly expect people to be able to implement this?” —
I004.

Some participants considered usability but without a specific
method for writing or evaluating advice usability.

“It’s not really a process per se that is implemented.
It’s just something that we keep in mind to make it
as user-friendly as possible.”” — U018

Theme 9: Help desks are considered a backstop for un-
clear advice. 20 participants stated their organization had
a team (such as a help desk) that could address users’ secu-
rity questions. U007 noted that they assumed that if advice is
unclear, the help desk would correct the issue.

“Our expectation in every case is if the user is look-
ing at instructional pages and they’re confused
about what they mean, or basically confused about
anything that they see on the central IT website,
that they would contact the help desk.” — U007

We believe that this perspective may be optimistic about users’
likelihood of asking questions before engaging in an unsafe
action, and in any case this would be an interesting perspective
for future work. On the other hand, if help desks receive the
same questions frequently, it may be an indicator to authors
that they should update advice on a topic.

Theme 10: Advice writers claim a wide range of responsi-
bilities when writing general security advice. Prior work
established a mismatch between users’ and manufacturers’ ex-
pectations of each other in smart homes [19]. Inspired by this
effect, we asked participants about how much responsibility
they or their company bear in advising users of secure prac-
tices. Overall, participants gave answers ranging from high
levels of responsibility to virtually no responsibility. We also
noticed that responses differed between the participants’ roles,
though we do not claim a literal correlation because this is
an initial qualitative study. One of the university participants
noted they take extreme ownership of their users’ security
education, and they stated their team’s goal is to: “help them,
guide them, and educate them, and basically be a partner
with them” (U018). On the other hand, a freelancer gave a
different perspective on perceived responsibility:

“Well, we give advice for the sake of advice. We want
to be sure that we are not promoting what we do or
represent. We are not trying to sell, like force you
to patronize or do business with us” — F011.
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An industry worker mentioned assuming varying levels of
responsibility depending on the content:

“It depends on what we’re writing and why. If I’m
writing the security advice or scoping the payment
card industry data security standards audits, I’m
just going to lean towards every time writing ad-
vice that would limit the scope of our environment
because obviously, that makes it easier for us to
pass the audit. If I am writing advice for, say, be-
ing ready to do something with data privacy, for
instance, marking data as highly confidential things
like that. I’m going to be as broad as I can be be-
cause I want everything protected” — I004.

Overall, we recorded seven different categories of responsibil-
ity suggested by participants, though none were mentioned by
more than six participants. Other levels of perceived respon-
sibility included writing advice to comply with standards,
motivating changes in security behavior, or going beyond
documents to offer security workshops.

4.3 Collaboration and Review
In step two of the writing process, advice writers collaborate
with internal company departments who review the advice.
Then, in step three, the advice is sent to senior-level employ-
ees for final review and approval. In both steps, advice writers
revise until the requested revisions are approved by the rele-
vant stakeholder. Otherwise, the advice is approved and then
published in step four.

Theme 11: Advice writing is distributed and collaborative.
16 participants stated there were multiple writers who worked
on content, and they stressed the importance of multiple writ-
ers to lessen workload and include multiple perspectives:

“Currently, I tend to get most of the cybersecurity
writing assignments in our group. I wouldn’t nec-
essarily say all, because we do have a focus on
trying to develop bench strength, and within our
group there are also people who are responsible for
the communication regarding specific IT services
offered by departments.” — U010

18 participants mentioned collaborating with internal com-
pany departments. Security (12/21), marketing and commu-
nications (7/21), and human resources (HR) (3/21) were the
most mentioned departments for advice collaboration. Partici-
pants noted that the mix of security experts and non-experts
helped create content that is technically accurate and under-
standable to a broad audience:

“The central IT communications group (none of them
have been members of the information security

group) [works] closely with information security.
So if they’re writing about something that’s a secu-
rity issue, they’re going to be corresponding with
one or more people within information security
making sure that they have the details right in their
write-up. Or they may start with a couple of para-
graphs that someone in information security sup-
plied, and then they’ll write their page around that
to make sure that they’re getting the technical de-
tails right.” — U007

Theme 12: Advice is routinely reviewed by senior person-
nel. 17 participants mentioned submitting proposed general
security advice to senior level employees (management or
advisory board) for review, feedback, and approval. The uni-
versity employees and industry workers we interviewed keep
their advice within their own group before it is sent to their
own management who then approves the advice. Freelancers
writing for other organizations submit their advice to the man-
agement of their client company for review and approval. For
example, participant F014 mentioned review by C-level exec-
utives.

Theme 13: In-house legal counsel can be heavily involved
in advice creation. We reasoned at the beginning of the
study that one cause of the overall lack of prioritization of
security advice might be organizations writing comprehen-
sively to limit liability rather than focus on the most likely
issues. Therefore, we specifically ask about the involvement
of counsel.

7 participants confirmed that their legal department was
involved to ensure that the advice met certain legal standards
and was up-to-date with the current law. As F011 explains:

“We believed that being a good lawyer does not mean
being a good security expert, . . . so [lawyers] just
review. If they feel something should be removed
on legal grounds, they advise us. nd if they feel
that we need to include some things based on legal
grounds, they let us know. We include those things
and then send that back to them for review, and then
we go back and forth until they are satisfied with
the documents.” — F011

Another seven participants stated their legal was occasionally
involved depending on the content or intended audience:

“ If it comes to data protection specifically or a
GDPR specifically, yes [legal is involved], because
they would be the experts. For the rest, no.” — I003.

The remaining seven participants indicated that they were
either uncertain of the role of legal counsel or were certain
that legal counsel was not involved. While legal counsel in-
deed influences content, we conclude that the extent of their
influence does not explain the breadth and variety of security
advice reported in the literature.
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4.4 Reported Challenges and Improvements
Theme 14: Advice writers struggle to scope advice for
broad audiences who lack fundamental security knowl-
edge. 12 participants specifically mentioned difficulty in
identifying not just the necessary topics for their intended
audience, but also explaining relevant solutions for diverse
technical settings. Simplifying advice content was recorded
in responses by participants who mentioned it as a possible
method to improve future general security advice. Through-
out the study, participants gave examples of how both the
intended audiences and teammates they worked with during
advice writing came from different backgrounds and therefore
all have different levels of security awareness. Therefore, it
is important that general security advice be simplified for all
intended audiences:

“I think not underestimating your audience, trying to
empathize, trying to put things in terms where they
understand that what we’re helping them with is
really the thing that they want the most.” — U019

This challenge is especially seen in advice for employ-
ees who need to use software but lack necessary security
awareness. Specifically, writing advice content that accounts
for accurate assumptions about the intended user’s security
knowledge. One participant stated it is easier to advise more
experienced clients who have security knowledge than those
who are less experienced. Another participant mentioned that

“The problem internally was I think mostly that our
IT teams supposed that everyone knew that we had
a password manager, and they knew how to use it.
But basically, this wasn’t the case because a lot of
people — I think also a lot of new people working
for the organization — didn’t know that it existed”
— I002

Theme 15: Advice writers value direct security training,
despite its costs. Participants perceived that rectifying gaps
in fundamental security knowledge is difficult:

“The most time-consuming task is when a company
needs to train their employees, which takes a little
time to train and give awareness to the employees.”
— F006

They also still recommend direct training.

“We believe in constant improvement. We believe in
trainings. We believe in our teleconferences. We be-
lieve in individual investments in their whole train-
ing. So we encourage our team members to learn
more. As a company, we try to find where we can
get the kinds of trainings, conferences, events and
all of that so that we can get updated on the current
trends and security.” — F011

One participant noted an alternative approach to traditional
trainings:

“During the Cybersecurity Awareness Month we
have games (particularly online, given the COVID).
I’m astounded at how many people reach out and
want to play these games for $25–$50 gift cards. So
provide more games to attract people and use that
to ask them questions. Perhaps one game session
focuses on multi-factor, and another game focuses
on strong passwords. ” — U009

Theme 16: Participants recognize the need for proactive
updates. Participants also desired to revise or audit pub-
lished advice on a regular basis, as opposed to strictly reac-
tively as discussed earlier.

“Somebody needs to be looking through the pages
and making sure that they’re still relevant and that
they still have current information, and I think that’s
an area that we’re not really that good at.” — U007

Theme 17: Collaboration and review leads to delay in
publishing advice. We previously discussed how authors
credited collaboration and review with leading to more read-
able and appropriate advice. Participants mentioned that col-
laborators who either are not consistent in their practices or
do not meet important guidelines when writing the advice
are challenging to work with. 6 participants mentioned that
collaboration leads to delay because it requires the time of
multiple busy parties. Time from senior stakeholders is even
more difficult:

“A lot of times, those stakeholders are upper manage-
ment. It’s hard to get on their schedules. So there’s
always room for improvement in that. Sometimes
the process takes too long because you’re literally
waiting for a day when you can get four people in
a room together, and it’s two weeks out. So there
would be room for improvement there. Maybe that’s
top-down buy-in where they say this is more impor-
tant than anything else; make time for it, which only
happens after a breach. I would say those are two
areas that would make things easier.” — I004

5 Discussion

In this section, we contextualize our results with prior litera-
ture on advice prioritization, procedural decision making, and
perceived responsibility in end user security. We then discuss
how these findings can promote better practices for curating
general security advice with methodological recommenda-
tions for both advice writers and their organizations.
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5.1 Identifying Lack of Consensus

Advice Prioritization Participants prioritized their advice
to reflect current security trends or respond to security in-
cidents during advice construction and revision. Prioritized
advice topics experience variable attention over time and may
undergo fluctuating cycles of prioritization. Similarly, advice
revisions exhibit a reactive manner in an attempt to constantly
keep up with the latest security incidents and trends. While it
may seem appropriate to prioritize content like this, it leads
to a possible overproduction of advice on numerous security
topics. We see this in Theme 6 as participants mention a total
of 14 topics they prioritize in their advice writing.

Differences in prioritized advice topics among our study
population may also be likely contributed by the differences
in specific target audiences, roles, and organizations. However,
even participants among the same groups sparsely agreed on
which specific topics of advice they should prioritize. Rather,
they instead looked to whatever novel security threat they
determined they needed to cover. Relying on the latest threats
and trends for advice writing also makes it more difficult to
determine which security advice should not be prioritized.
Outside of not covering obsolete or impractical advice, ad-
vice writers rarely provided significant responses to how they
would deprioritize security advice.

We believe the reluctance to curate or deprioritize content
partially explains the advice prioritization crisis documented
in prior work. To borrow a common expression, “if everything
is a priority, nothing is.” Practitioners recognize that the attack
surface for modern computing is vast and ever-changing. How-
ever, they may fail to account for the effort and opportunity
cost to users caused by comprehensive advice. Our findings
on the curation of security advice from advice writers add
context to a continued theme from prior work indicating a
lack of consensus on which general security advice should
be prioritized [44]. Our results show that content covered in
security advice is not curated to cover perennial topics, rather
it is curated to cover many novel topics. Focusing on novel
threats instead of perennial threats for security advice may
contribute to overwhelming end-users with security advice
they do not need. This implies that much general security ad-
vice found online may either be outdated or less relevant than
when it was first written. Users of varying levels of security
experience are left on their own to distinguish which security
advice they actually need or is still important. While security
experts are better equipped to make these important choices,
end users lacking proper security awareness are less likely
to understand the distinction between outdated and relevant
security advice. This increases the number of security topics
that end-users have to read through in advice and determine
which advice they should prioritize. We make recommenda-
tions for a more proactive approach to advice and improving
the lack of consensus for prioritizing general security advice
in Section 5.2.

Procedural Decision Making A lack of consensus in pro-
cedural decision making was also prevalent in our findings.
This is first observed among our Theme 1 and 2 findings
which describe how information is gathered for their advice.
We discovered that advice writers experience challenges in
identifying key aspects of the scope of the advice they are
tasked to write for their intended audience. This is a critical
challenge given that most participants in our study state that
information gathering is their first task in writing advice and
sets the foundation for the scope of the content. If advice writ-
ers then make decisions on prioritization given an insufficient
foundation, their advice will experience variable prioritiza-
tion, given their inability to consistently define a scope for
their advice. P009 stated they would prefer their advice to
“target messages to students. It’s a challenge. What we create
is available to them, but how it’s delivered and where it’s deliv-
ered should be better targeted.” Participants among all of the
recruited groups experienced this challenge regardless of their
organization or intended audience. General security advice
affects end users in universities, organizational employees,
and many other types of audiences who lack adequate general
security awareness. A lack of consistency in properly iden-
tifying how general security advice should be written leads
to a lack of consensus in advice prioritization from experts,
which then trickles down to the lack of advice prioritization
among general users.

Advice writers also refer to multiple distinct sources of
sample advice that include any legal regulations, technical
standards, or other organizational entities. In total, we identi-
fied 20 different external sources that participants mentioned
they use to influence their general security advice. Of the 20
different external sources mentioned, only four were men-
tioned by at least 30% of participants. Similar to how this
work and prior work [44] demonstrate a lack of advice con-
tent prioritization, there is also a lack of consensus among
organizations and advice writers on which external sources to
pull sample advice from. We see this lack of consensus among
participants of the same recruitment group and also between
participants of different recruitment groups. Specifically, we
observe differences in external sources cited for influencing
advice content even among participants who share both the
same intended audience and the type of organization they
worked for. An upstream usage of distinct external sources
and an inconsistent foundation for gathering information for
advice add more clarity as to why security experts differ in
security advice prioritization. As suggested in prior related
work [19], we discuss the importance of both advice authors
and organizations to formulate standards to consistently cu-
rate perennial topics for security advice in Section 5.2.

Lastly, it is evident there is no consensus on agreed-upon
methods in which advice authors consider the usability of
their general security advice. Also, it is unclear if participants
are performing appropriate usability checks in their advice for
their intended audience. This lack of consensus for methods
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in considering the usability of general security advice con-
struction may be due to the lack of experience or knowledge
about usability from both the authors and organizations. An-
other possible factor could be the pressure to release advice
for a client within a specific time frame, a challenge that is
seen more often for industry or freelancer workers. This in-
creased pressure to meet deadlines to produce content may
come at the expense of thoroughly considering the usability
of general security advice. Regardless, a lack of consensus
on which usability methods to implement to write general
security advice can create advice of variable degrees of us-
ability. Prior work has shown that end users follow or reject
advice based on perceived cost and benefit analyses of the
advice [6, 10, 15, 21]. This adds another burden that end users
have to consider when deciding what general security advice
they should prioritize. On top of deciding if advice presented
to them is relevant to their needs, they also have to consider if
that advice is worth implementing given the opportunity costs
of implementing the advice. We recommend that specific
usability tactics should become standards agreed upon by ex-
perts and authors of general security advice in order to lessen
this burden. We explain this in further detail in Section 5.2

Perceptions on Security Responsibilities Previous work
by Haney et al. [19] identified an interdependent relationship
within user perceptions of the responsibility of smart home
device privacy and security between three actors, namely the
smart home device end users themselves, device manufactur-
ers, and third parties such as government or regulatory bodies.
In that paper, it was reported that users based their actions
on that perceived interdependent relationship and therefore
would not consider themselves the sole protector of the se-
curity of their smart home devices. However, manufacturers
and regulatory third parties do not always act on this interde-
pendent relationship, thus there exist gaps in understanding
of the responsibilities for each party. In our work, we discov-
ered several different responses for how authors of general
security advice assess their perceived responsibility in ad-
vice writing. Some participants only wrote advice to comply
with standards or requirements their organization enforces
whereas other participants emphasized a need to educate their
intended audience to develop better security decision making
habits. Overall, there is no agreed upon consensus for what
levels of responsibility that authors of general security advice
or their organizations should assume in assisting their target
audience. Our findings support results from previous work
and highlight gaps in responsibility assumed not just between
the general public and entities providing content, but also be-
tween the parties responsible for generating general security
advice for users. Gaps in perceptions of shared responsibil-
ities among the experts and end users fall further than just
for smart home users, but also for both the general public and
organizations who seek assistance with general security. A
lack of agreed upon consensus on perceived responsibilities
is apparent within both end users and the experts. This leads

to increased confusion about which parties should be respon-
sible for mitigating what issues or making security decisions
for end-user software and technology. In Section 5.2, we add
onto recommendations from previous related work [19] and
make suggestions for explicit responsibility establishment for
future general security advice creation.

5.2 Methodological Improvements for Advice
Writing

We identify areas of improvement for general security advice
construction by analyzing the current state of advice construc-
tion from the lens of the writers. We suggest methodological
improvements for general security advice construction based
on our current findings and findings from previous related
work [11, 19, 44].

5.2.1 Develop the Domain of General Security Advising

A lack of consensus across multiple areas in the general se-
curity advice writing process indicates that its domain is not
fully developed. We describe six domains of focus for pro-
fessionals to consider when writing general security advice.

Resources/Technology: The biggest challenge participants
mentioned when writing general security advice was defin-
ing the scope of advice content and how the advice can be
broadly applied to all intended targeted audiences. P004 and
P021 both advocated for the creation of an open source based
repository to act as a research forum for advice writers. Both
participants recommended that such a system should contain
organized information about current general security ques-
tions or issues and that this system can be queried or allow
open discussion between advice writers. Such a tool could
be used by advice writers to both better discover what secu-
rity topics need advice on and collaborate with other advice
writers to come up with implementable solutions to commu-
nicate with their target audiences. While this is one idea of
tool creation, future research may investigate the creation of
new tools to help authors of general security advice identify
advice content. Advice writers then would not have to rely on
waiting for an incident to happen or a new trend to become
popular in order to generate ideas for general security advice.

Relationships: Multiple parties are involved in discussing
and reviewing general security advice before it is published.
Understanding differences in viewpoints and requirements
among organizational parties has been studied at a broader
scope for internal corporate communications [11]. Critical
challenges described in such work emphasized the importance
of addressing communication related management problems
between management and communications practitioners. Sim-
ilarly, we recommend that advice writing parties each receive
clear definitions on their responsibilities and roles during ad-
vice writing to reduce confusion among everyone involved.
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Participants also mentioned that meeting with every party
involved in the writing process can be time consuming since
different parties (e.g., marketing, communications, security)
have different schedules and duties to adhere to. Authors of
general security advice should consider adopting a formal
schedule and process that is agreed upon by all collaborating
parties. This may help decrease the amount of time waiting
for collaborating parties to meet and discuss advice content
and how it should be implemented.

General Security Focus: Improving the security culture
of both the intended audience and parties who write general
security advice was recommended by participants as a means
of improvement. Security awareness games, workshops, and
other events to keep authors of general security updated on
security trends help them stay connected to what issues are
affecting their target audience. Providing the same programs
for general users is also helpful for them to learn general
security advice in a non-conventional way and should be
considered by experts who write general security advice.

Content Improvement Metrics: Agreeing to a set of us-
ability practices to make general security advice more usable
can consist of the following: advice visualizations (e.g., di-
agrams, images, media, etc), and simplifications of overly
technical words or phrases or templates to organize the advice
content.

Community Support for Advice Writing: Establishing a
community for advice writers to collaborate on ways to ad-
dress common security threats through advice would greatly
help writers in earlier stages of advice writing. Such a com-
munity can communicate by sharing best practices, sample
advice from experts, or even recommendations for non advice-
based approaches (e.g. games, workshops). Methods to evalu-
ate the effectiveness of published advice over time can also be
agreed upon by a community of advice writers. Academic re-
searchers should also be involved in community collaboration
in advice writing.

Human-Centered Engagement in Earlier Writing Stages:
Advice writers in our study rarely mentioned user interaction
with their intended audience as a means to generate content.
Earlier stages in the writing process would benefit greatly
from engaging directly with their intended audience to learn
about security problems they may encounter. These direct
interactions can help inform writers on which topics to priori-
tize, as well as how understandable or actionable their advice
is. Writers should also gauge their users on whether the vol-
ume of advice is too high.

5.2.2 Proactive Advice Updates and Curation

Proactive Advice Updates: Implementing a proactive
manner of updating or reviewing general security advice
better ensures the advice is up to date. Participants mentioned
performing more frequent check ups or audits of general

security advice helps maintain the relevancy of the advice.
Without consistent content audits, there increases the chances
of advice becoming stagnant or not reflective of the current
environment. Therefore, adopting a proactive approach to
reviewing general security advice on a timely basis prevents
the presence of outdated advice.

Establish a Set of Agreed Upon Standards for Advice Cu-
ration: We advocate there be a consistent standard to deter-
mine perennial areas of general security advice to cover. We
say a set of standards since no one standard can be broadly
applied to all advice of all intended audiences. Therefore, we
suggest advice authors and industries communicate both what
advice should be perennial and what advice should not be
prioritized. Also, we suggest the research community inves-
tigate further what security advice end-users actually claim
they need and if they are receiving that advice now.

6 Conclusion

In a semi-structured interview study with 21 authors of gen-
eral security advice, we analyze the processes, decision mak-
ing, and challenges that experts face when writing general
security advice. We corroborate the lack of consensus on se-
curity advice as well as responsibility assignment from prior
work. Our contribution gives insights into the context and
reasons for this lack of consensus: advice writers struggle to
define the advice scope and prioritize the information neces-
sary to write advice, and must prioritize time-sensitive events
over curating perennial advice. Based on our findings, we
provide recommendations for how general security advice
authors can better develop the domain of general security ad-
vice writing, implement proactive approaches towards writing
and revising general security advice, and establish a set of
agreed-upon standards for advice writers to reference when
curating general security to end users. Addressing the lack of
agreement on how general security should be advised from
both the end user and advice writer side may improve the
relationship between both parties in general security advice
prioritization and perceived responsibilities.
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7 Interview Guide

1. Ice Breaker Questions:
(a) When and where did you learn to write general secu-

rity advice?
(b) What is your current occupation?
(c) Can you describe the type of company you worked

for when you wrote general security advice?
2. Can you tell me about how security advice gets made and

distributed at your organization?
(a) Is there a decision making model for the creation of

security advice?
(b) Are there any external sources used to provide sample

advice that gets posted?
3. Can you tell me about the people or roles involved in the

process?
(a) Does a chain of command or hierarchy exist within

the parties?
(b) Are all of these parties involved with the company or

external?
(c) What is typically the experience or knowledge of

parties in regards to computer security?”
4. Are there particular areas that are prioritized or discussed

more in depth within the general security advice?
(a) If so, what is the reason for this prioritization or focus

into this area?
(b) Are there any areas that are intentionally excluded

from being covered in the security advice?
(c) If so, what is the reason for not writing advice for this

specific area?
5. Is the general security advice regularly updated or re-

viewed?
(a) If so, what systems or procedures are in place to up-

date/review the advice?
(b) Were these systems/procedures always in place, or

did an event or policy create them?
(c) If possible to comment, are there legal practices or

regulations that prompt the creation and/or regulation
of the advice?

6. Is your company’s legal department involved in the cre-
ation or even discussion of the general security advice?
(a) If so and you are able to comment, are they able to edit

or create any parts of the advice, or even recommend
certain areas be covered?

7. If possible, can you comment on how much responsibility
your organization claims in assisting in general security?
(a) How much of the advice is well-meant, or meant to

limit the reliability/responsibility of the service in
security matters with general security?

8. Does your company have a team or group of individuals
that handle general security internally?
(a) Are they external workers?
(b) Do they have expert experience in computer security?

9. When creating the general security advice, is there a

thought process as to how actionable or practical the ad-
vice may be for the typical user?

10. These last questions are more so geared to your own
experiences when creating the advice.
(a) Are there any tasks completed during general security

advice creation/revisions that are challenging or time
consuming?

(b) Have you ever thought about how general security
advice for your company, or overall can be improved?
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8 Codebook

High Level Codes

Codes Code Explanations

1a. Learn to write Advice How the participant first learned to write general security advice.

1b. Occupational Role Occupations for participants during the time they wrote general security
advice.

1c. Companies Places where the participant worked for and wrote the advice.

2a. Formal Writing Process Any formal or structured process (Gap Analysis, SLA, defining scope,
etc) used for writing advice.

2b. Informal Writing Process Advice writing that is not dependent on any formal process. Rather, it is
written in an informal or non-structured writing process.

2c. Legal or Non Legal Guidelines Mandates, regulations, laws, or frameworks that were used to influence
the advice. These are not solely or specifically technical, but apply to a
wider range of compliance standards.

2d. Technical,Security Standards Advice content is influenced by technical and/or security standards.

2e. External Entities External entities (organization, group, company, etc) that authors seek
for guidance on advice writing.

3a. Background,Experience Backgrounds of fellow workers/teammates of advice authors.

3b. External Company Party
Collaboration

Parties outside the primary advice construction group that collaborate in
the advice writing process (outside or external to the company).

3c. Internal Company Party
Collaboration

Parties outside the primary advice construction group that collaborate in
the advice writing process (within the company).

3d. Writers The number of people specified by the participant who helps physically
write the advice.

4a. Most Prioritized Advice Most common/prioritized topics of advice written.

4b. Least Prioritized Advice Least common/prioritized topics of general security advice.

4c. Reasons Advice is Prioritized Reasons or events that would cause the creation of general security
advice.

4d. Reasons Advice is not Prioritized Reasons certain advice has not been covered as much or prioritized.

5a. Revision Process Processes and reasons to revise advice.

6. Company’s legal department Company’s legal department involvement within the advice writing
process.

7. Responsibilities Responsibilities claimed by participant companies when creating the
advice.

8. Internal Support Support for clients that is internal or technical (not advice).

9. Advice Usability Thought Process Though process or methods of improving actionability/usability of the
advice.

10a. Challenges Challenges with writing the advice.

10b. Improvements Authors’ opinions of how the advice writing process could be improved.
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